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JCM AMERICAN ANNOUNCES A NETWORK OF STRATEGIC DISTRIBUTION PARTNERS 

 
Companies Will Distribute and Service JCM Products in Markets 

Across the U.S. and Canada 
 
LAS VEGAS – Leading currency-handling manufacturer JCM American Corp. (JCM) has 

developed a network of strategic partnerships that will allow the company to provide even higher 

levels of customer service across North America. Under the new arrangement, several leading 

companies will distribute and service JCM products throughout the United States and Canada, 

giving the company greater reach and penetration than ever. 

 

American Gaming & Electronics (AG&E) and Happ Controls will service markets across the 

United States, with Mountain Gaming Distributors serving Colorado and Hi-Tech Gaming serving 

Canadian markets.  

 

JCM Vice President Tom Nugent said, “JCM constantly strives to provide the best customer 

service in the business. We looked very carefully at many companies as we sought to develop 

distribution partnerships, and we are confident that the selection of these companies will allow 

JCM to rapidly deliver products, parts and service through a network of partnerships with trusted 

and leading businesses.” 

 

About JCM 

JCM American Corporation is the worldwide leader and most trusted name in currency and 

transaction management with products found in countries around the globe. JCM's innovative 

products and creative solutions are used by gaming, vending, retail, financial, transportation, 



security and unique application industries. With 50 years of design and engineering experience, 

JCM products offer the highest acceptance rate and security features available. JCM's 

international headquarters are located in Osaka, Japan, with United States headquarters in Las 

Vegas, Nevada, and European headquarters in Düsseldorf, Germany. To learn more about 

JCM's products, software or services visit the web site at www.jcm-american.com. 
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